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Exciting new features from Current RMS at InfoComm 2017

Current RMS - By Catrin Wright, Marketing Assistant

Current RMS has recently celebrated reaching the epic milestone of 1000 rental companies onboard, from all
over the world. With companies in over 1,700 cities using Current to manage their rental processes, it’s clear
that it’s growing rapidly, alongside the ever-evolving industry it was built for.

Since exhibiting to rental companies in the Pro-AV, Lighting and Production industry at InfoComm last year,
Current has released lots of new and exciting features directed at the Pro-AV and entertainment industry. One
of the most highly-requested for features was Serialized Containers, giving companies the ability to scan
multiple assets under one asset number, meaning components can permanently be assigned to a container -
extremely useful for wireless microphone kits or bars of PAR lamps.

Another highly requested for feature was e-signature integration which has recently been built into Current.
Users now have the ability to request e-signature approval from their customers across their key rental
documents when they accept or decline them in real time, saving time and keeping everything centralized. For
legally binding signature approval, Current has also integrated with top e-sign solution, Adobe Sign, helping
further streamline communication.

Updates to products, labor and transport shortages on jobs has also been introduced into Current since last
year’s show. These new updates enables users to quickly see where they are falling short on orders, as soon as
they log in each day, displayed on the real-time Dashboard. As well as this, symbols and colors are used to
highlight items on jobs that are short, helping users work proactively to resolve these ahead, in plenty of time.

Current RMS will be demonstrating all this and much more on Booth #4575 at InfoComm in June. Stop by for a
tour of the system with members of the team and run through any questions you have regarding the system.
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